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Our goal is to match our solutions 
to the strategic investments you’ve 
made in your software platforms. 
Beyond that, we strive to integrate 
seamlessly. That means blurring 
the lines between your HIS 
systems and ours, elegantly filling 
the gaps that may exist in your 
platforms, doing more for the 
patient experience and financial 
results and helping you do more 
with less.

• Offload 25–30%
of inbound calls

• Industry leading
payment conversion
rates

• Integrated with
multiple health systems

• Accommodate
multiple-account
payments on a single
call

• Access existing stored
card or accept/store
new card for future use

• Standalone solution
or incorporated into
an OmniChannel
approach

• HITRUST CSF Certified

IVR Advantage™ 
Inbound
Self-Service  
Phone Payments

Make it Easy for Patients To Pay Anytime
More payment choices mean a better patient experience, which also means 
increased revenue. RevSpring offers a self-service interactive voice response 
(IVR) solution that allows patients to pay by phone when it’s convenient.

With IVR Advantage, you can offload basic transactions from your 
customer support representatives (CSRs) and accept payments after 
hours, around the clock—24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. 
These payments are then registered in your practice management system 
without any staff involvement, freeing them up for other more urgent tasks.

Why IVR Advantage?
RevSpring provides an in-house 
proprietary IVR solution along with 
15+ years of continual call flow 
optimization. We specialize in health 
care payments resulting in industry 
leading payment conversions. IVR 
Advantage converts calls into 
payments at a higher rate for the 
healthcare industry than any other 
IVR solution.

For some patients, IVR is the 
preferred method for payment—
especially when they don’t have time 
to pay their bills during the workday. 
IVR allows people to pay when it’s 
convenient for them, not just when 
your CSRs are available.

Benefits
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Create a Seamless Experience
IVR Advantage integrates with your existing call flow 
to provide a convenient, all-in-one phone experience. 
Patients can transfer to a CSR if necessary during 
business hours.

Improve Patient Satisfaction
Offers an expedient payment solution for patients who 
would rather avoid speaking directly with an agent. 

Increase Efficiency
With basic transactions routed to IVR, your staff can 
focus on calls involving more complex patient billing 
issues. 

More Than Just Payments
• Address changes
• Insurance updates
• CSR satisfaction surveys
• Remail copy of statement
• Configuring payment plans

Reduce Administrative Effort
Payments can be automatically posted in your practice 
management system, reducing the burden on your staff.

Save Time & Money
Implementing a lower-cost, after-hours 
payment channel with faster  
transaction time keeps overhead  
expenses down. 

Safe, Secure and Compliant
• PCI-certified
• HIPAA-compliant
• HITRUST CSF Certified

Have an IVR use case not mentioned above?  
No worries, IVR Advantage can build custom call flows and 
workflows to meet your needs. Work with our team to build 
and implement a custom IVR solution to meet the unique 
needs of your organization.

• Accept payments 24/7/365,
when your call center isn’t staffed

• Payments registered in your PMS
• PCI certified and HIPAA compliant

Features
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